
Student Survey-Middle School 
 
Answer the following questions by providing the response that most accurately reflects your personal 
view of our school. 
 
1. Conflicts interfere with class time and school work: 

 often    sometimes    rarely 
 
2. Problems between people at this school are caused by: 
 
 Often Sometimes Rarely 
Adults and students not getting along    
Students not getting along with each other    
People not talking to or listening to each 
other 

   

Anger and/or frustration    
Rumors    
Problems brought to school from 
somewhere else 

   

 
3. How often do students in this school have these conflicts? 
 
 Often Sometimes Rarely 
put-downs/insults/teasing    
threats    
not accepting other people’s differences    
stealing    
not being part of a  group    
rumors    
physical fighting    
verbal fighting    
school work    
other: ____________    
 
4. How effective are these actions for getting students to behave better? 
 
 Very helpful Somewhat helpful Not helpful 
detention    
conference with an adult    
suspension    
contacting parent(s)    
expulsion    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. In this school, I am generally: 
 
 Most of the time About one-half of the time Not very often 
treated fairly    
treated with respect    
given equal opportunity    
treated with compassion    
accepted    
 
6. I am allowed to solve problems that affect me: 

 nearly always   sometimes   hardly ever   
 
7. This school should do a better job teaching students to: 
 
 Definitely yes Maybe Definitely no 
tell another person how you feel    
disagree without making the other person angry    
respect authority    
control anger    
ignore someone who is bothering you    
solve problems with other students    
 
8. I think this school has: 

 More problems that most schools  
 About the same amount of problems as other schools 
 Fewer problems that most other schools 

 
9. When I need help, I ask for it: 

 nearly always   sometimes   almost never 
 

10. If I need help, I think I could get it from: 
 

 Definitely yes Maybe Definitely no 
a parent    
a brother or sister    
another family member    
a teacher    
a counselor    
another school staff member    
another adult    
another student    

  
 
 


